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Hello and welcome to Greater Goods! We are a company that is defiantly optimistic, 
with the opinion that wellbeing can be a joyous pursuit... tasty, exciting, beautiful, 
and most importantly, good for you on every level.

A wife and husband team, we are crafters, making everything by hand in our facility in 
Portland, OR, with a focus on quality, transparency and a personal touch.

We use Oregon-grown, organically cultivated hemp CBD, so you are 
supporting an ecosystem that has strong ties to the community. We, and 
our oil providers, always utlize third-party lab testing to ensure zero 
pesticides, solvents, heavy metals, or mold in anything we make. 

We ourselves are woman-led, and very much family owned. 

Finally, we personally use and rely on CBD every day, 
so have the knowledge and experience to guide you 
and all of our collective customers about science, 
biology and the very individual 
experiences that come with 
CBD use. Never hesitate to 
reach out to us to chat!
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GUMMIES 
 

100% Vegan, Hand Crafted, All Natural, USDA Organic Full Spectrum CBD 
Main Ingredients: Cane sugar, glucose, pectin, pea starch, sodium citrate, citric acid, natural flavor,  

food color from natural fruit juice, USDA certified Oregon hemp oil, lactic acid. 

GO TO SLEEP GUMMIES 
For the night owl who needs a little help 

reaching the bliss of dreams and the relief 
of a pleasant morning. 

Blackberry Flavor
10mg hemp derived CBD / 5mg hemp derived CBN  

per gummy / <.3% THC

RELAX GUMMIES
For the defiant optimist who needs a friendly 

sidekick to keep the yucks away and usher in the 
positivity, morning, noon and night. 

Cranberry-Cherry Flavor
20mg hemp derived CBD per gummy  / <.3% THC

WAKE UP GUMMIES
For the go-getter who needs a little pep in their step 

and a boost to their morning. This energy support 
formula will help you conquer the day. 

Blood Orange Flavor
 20mg hemp derived CBD / 100mg Cordyceps / 1mcg 

B12 per gummy  <.3% THC
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MILK AND COOKIES CHOCOLATE BAR 

Made with a base of creamy 39% milk chocolate and 
topped with crumbled, wheat-free, almond biscotti made 
by Portland bakers Gluten Free Gem, this bar provides a 
sweet treat that feels like a portable afternoon snack of 
cookies dipped in chocolate milk.  

Contains dairy.  
Organic, non-GMO, fair trade, gluten free.

Potency: 100mg hemp derived CBD / <.3% THC

CBN EVENING CHOCOLATE BAR

Simple, dark and rich. This 70% organic dark 
chocolate bar is specially formulated with a 2:1 
ratio of CBD to CBN to promote sedation and 
pain relief. Made with local Portland chocolate 
maker, Ranger, this bar is as simple and profoundly 
delicious as it gets.

Organic, vegan, non-GMO, fair trade, gluten free.

Potency: 60mg hemp derived CBD / 30mg hemp 
derived CBN / <.3% THC

STRAWBERRY CHOCOLATE BAR 

Fruity, tangy, sweet and smooth. We start with 70% 
organic dark chocolate bar and blend in strawberry 
as we craft the chocolate to inspire the flavors 
of a chocolate covered strawberry. Summer is all 
year round! Made with local Portland chocolate 
maker, Ranger, this bar is uplifting and packed with 
antioxidants and natural occurring vitamin C.

Organic, vegan, non-GMO, fair trade, gluten free.

Potency: 100mg hemp derived CBD / <.3% THC
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MINT HIBISCUS CHOCOLATE BAR 

This delicious classic flavor combination marries a 
deep, fudgy base of 66% organic chocolate with the 
refreshing flavor of Oregon-grown heirloom mint 
with and the tart brightness of organic hibiscus 
flower. Infused with full spectrum hemp oil.  

Organic, vegan, non-GMO, fair trade, gluten free.

Potency: 100mg hemp derived CBD / <.3% THC

ORANGE GINGER CHOCOLATE BAR 

A deep, fudgy base of 66% organic chocolate is 
infused with bright and crisp orange essential 
oil, then topped with the diced baby ginger root 
crystallized with all natural raw cane sugar. Infused 
with full spectrum hemp oil.  

Organic, vegan, non-GMO, fair trade, gluten free.

Potency: 100mg hemp derived CBD / <.3% THC

MOCHA CRUNCH CHOCOLATE BAR 

This rich, sophisticated, treat starts with 43% organic 
dark milk chocolate infused with a punch of complex 
coffee flavor, then topped with superfood organic, 
sweetened cacao nibs for a gorgeous crunch. Infused 
with full spectrum hemp oil. 

Contains dairy. 
Organic, non-GMO, fair trade, gluten free.

Potency: ~ 100mg hemp derived CBD / <.3% THC

THESE FLAVORS ALSO AVAILABLE IN MINI SIZES
The same ingredients, just a smaller size! One quarter the weight and potency of our large bars, the 
minis are perfect for customers wanting to try Greater Goods without committing to a larger purchase. 
They are also excellent for travel, gifting and promotions. Each bar comes packaged in an individual box, 
matching the large sized bars. 
Potency: 25mg hemp derived CBD <.3% THC

MINT HIBISCUS 
MINIS ARE OUT 

OF STOCK



MARSHMALLOW BON BONS

Chewy, soft vegan marshmallows are surrounded by fudgy, 
organic dark chocolate and topped with chocolate sea salt to 
provide the most scrumptious flavors found in one nugget of 
joy. Infused with full spectrum hemp oil.  

Vegan, non-GMO, fair trade, gluten free.

Potency: 90mg hemp derived CBD / <.03% THC 

CHOCOLATE COVERED OREOS 5-PACK 

The perfect pandemic treat. Let’s ride this out together with 
a sweet, crunchy classic Oreo covered in hemp CBD infused 
organic dark chocolate. Simple and delicious. Each box contains 
five individually wrapped cookies.

Vegan.

Potency:   25mg CBD per cookie / <.3% THC 
125mg CBD total per pack / <.3% THC
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TINCTURE 
Ingredients: Certified organic MCT oil, hemp oil, flavors where applicable.

UNFLAVORED
1000mg hemp derived CBD per bottle 

<.3% THC

MINT
Made with heirloom Seely mint oil

1000mg hemp derived CBD per bottle 
<.3% THC

ORANGE
Made with natural orange oil

1000mg hemp derived CBD per bottle 
<.3% THC

2:1 CBD:CBN
Made with natural lemon oil
600mg hemp derived CBD

300mg hemp derived CBN per bottle 
<.3% THC

CBN (cannabinol) has been shown to provide 
amplified levels of sedation and pain relief 

Made with two ingredients, organic, non-gmo MCT oil and full spectrum 
hemp oil, our crystal clear tincture provides a high potency option 
for customers wanting high dosing, no sugar, and opportunities to 

incorporate CBD into their own beverages and recipes. 

Easy to dose with a graduated dropper, and with no hemp flavor or 
aftertaste, ideal for not only directly placing under the tongue but also 

to add to beverages and recipes without affecting the overall taste.
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Item Name Wholesale Price MSRP Product weight (per unit) Case quantity (suggested 
only, can break)

Case cost

Go To Sleep Gummies 10-piece $12 $24 74 grams (2.4oz) 12 $144

Relax Gummies 10-piece $11 $22 74 grams (2.4oz) 12 $132

Wake Up Gummies 10-piece $11 $22 74 grams (2.4oz) 12 $132

Go To Sleep Gummies 30-piece $25 $50 260 grams (7.2oz) 12 $300

Relax Gummies 30-piece $24 $48 260 grams (7.2oz) 12 $288

Wake Up Gummies 30-piece $24 $48 260 grams (7.2oz) 12 $288

Marshmallow Bon Bons $8 $16 96 grams (3.4oz) 12 $144

Chocolate Covered Oreo 5-pack $8 $16 50 grams (1.8 oz) 12 $96

Large Chocolate Bars - Assorted Flavors $7.50 $15 50 grams (1.8 oz) 12 $90

Chocolate Bar Minis ( Orange, Mocha) $2.75 $5.50 12.5 grams (.45oz) 12 $33

Unflavored Tincture - 1000mg $35 $70 30 ml (1oz) 12 $420

Mint Flavored Tincture - 1000mg $35 $70 30 ml (1oz) 12 $420

Orange Flavored  Tincture - 1000mg $35 $70 30 ml (1oz) 12 $420

2:1 CBD:CBN Tincuture $35 $70 30 ml (1oz) 12 $420

WHOLESALE PRICING
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SHIPPING DETAILS 
Retailers are responsible for shipping charges. We work with 
UPS, and will quote the lowest possible shipping charges based 
on size and weight of each order. Summer months may incur 
additional charges to ensure product does not melt, and will 
include cold packs with expedited arrival dates depending on 
region. We will always provide complete quotes on invoices.

RETURNS
We request that you inspect your order immediately upon 
receival, checking for accuracy and any defects that may 
be noticeable and get in touch with us immediately should 
anything arise. We do not take returns or credit on products 
unless they are proven to be defective or have been damaged in 
shipment, and will issue a replacement or refund should that be 
necessary. 

PAYMENT DETAILS 
We bill via Square and prefer payment at the time of billing 
unless otherwise discussed. We are also able to take checks and 
can accomodate other payment platforms as needed. Please 
inquire when setting up your account. 

 
INGREDIENTS AND LAB RESULTS
Contact us directly for a complete ingredients list and visit 
https://hellogreater.com/pages/test-results or email us for lab 
results.

PAYMENT BEFORE SHIPPING VS TERMS
We prefer to collect payment prior to shipping, however are 
happy to discuss terms on a case by case basis.

 


